
Weekly Update by Mark Armstrong
– 1 February 2019
Greetings from Tyler,

The mainstream media’s  hair  caught  fire  this  week.  It  seems that  President
Trump had the audacity to disagree with top “intelligence” officials who say Iran
poses no nuclear threat. Evidence has surfaced that the regime is still working
with tons of  enriched uranium, but  who dares dispute the infallibility  of  the
intelligence agencies? And that’s not the only dispute. The President’s desire to
bring  troops  home from Syria  and  Afghanistan  is  also  misguided,  the  usual
suspects testified this week. It wouldn’t be the same “intelligence” agencies who
said Russia helped Trump steal the election would it? Not the ones that vouched
for the authenticity of the mysterious dossier?

The anchors and their guests are beside themselves. Who does he think he is to
be  disagreeing  with  experienced  professionals  with  years  of  knowledge  and
experience? The fact that the President has questioned the NATO status quo
really put his sworn enemies over the moon. The Senate minority leader (Chuck
Schumer) urged the “intelligence” official (Dan Coats) to stage an intervention
with the President for the sake of national security. The news anchors and their
guest panelists wholeheartedly agreed. They’re like a broken record on all this.
They routinely call him a liar, a racist bigot and so on and on. But there’s a slight
variation on the theme. Maybe he’s not a racist, personally. He’s just adopted a
crazy  racist  platform  to  appeal  to  his  racist  supporters.  Maybe  that’s  the
explanation! It  just couldn’t be that he loves the United States and is trying
against unbelievable odds to preserve our civilization. And those of us in fly-over
country? We’re beneath mainstream contempt.

After hearing the comments of the Virginia Governor/pediatrician, which no one
could have missed this week, there’s not a lot to argue about. His comments
couldn’t have been more casual or matter of fact. The living infant would be “kept
comfortable” while a conversation ensued as to what the mother wanted to do
next.  It’s just that simple and ordinary as far as Governor Ralph Northam is
concerned. His defenders cannot defend what he said or how he said it, so they go
on the attack about interference with women’s rights.
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They simply refuse to address what he said, and with good reason. These are the
very same morons who recently wailed that children were separated from their
parents at the border. The children! Remember? Never mind that those kids, in
many cases, were subjected to terrible hardship and used as little more than
props brought along to exploit loopholes in U. S. immigration laws. Often, they
were separated from their “parents” because their parents were being criminally
charged and locked up. Otherwise they’ve been loosed on the American public
until a hearing two years out when nobody has any idea where they might be.

We see articles and “expert” panelists daily, alternately trying to explain the logic
of their insane positions or more often just returning to their focus-group tested
talking points in an ongoing effort to keep the masses deceived. We’ll see how
this turns out,  eventually.  The madness of  unlimited illegal  immigration,  free
medical  care  for  everybody in  the  United States  and anybody else  who can
manage to get here, immoral inanimate objects (like border barriers), are some of
their tactics to get us to help destroy our own beloved country. You talk about a
convoluted definition of morality!

Border barriers are immoral, but infanticide should be codified into law? Free
medical  care for EVERYONE, except maybe the elderly who’ve outlived their
usefulness, will cost three times the entire national budget, but so what? It’s the
“moral” way to go, according to the new media stars promising the moon. The
presidency of Donald Trump and the fact that fly-over country supports him has
driven these people off their rockers. The “solutions” being proposed by self-
righteous, godless socialists would make the leaders of collapsed authoritarian
regimes proud. The darkest periods in modern history have been brought about
by the very same feel good “solutions.”

How many times have we been told, “That’s not who we are as a people?” Some of
us are a little weary of being lectured by tyrannical socialists trying make an
emotional appeal about non-existent “victims.” The amounts of crime, drugs and
long-forgotten diseases coming across the border are off the charts, despite what
the left-wing and the media say. They just made one of the biggest crystal meth
and synthetic heroin drug busts in American history in California, right after the
load had come across from Mexico.

And have you heard? They’re calling it a typhus epidemic spreading across Los
Angeles County. The governmental buildings in downtown LA are plagued with
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rats that carry infected fleas. The illness produces rashes, extremely high fevers
and ferocious headaches. One of L A’s top prosecutors has come down with it. The
problem, they believe, is garbage on the streets. You can read all about it in an
NBC4 report that dares not insult California state policies by concluding why they
have this dangerous problem, or where it came from. It does sound a little like a
third-world, uh, situation, does it not?

More “caravans” are on their way. An embedded reporter figures at least twelve
thousand are on the march. It’s frustrating. There will be an intervention all right.
But not the one the critics expect. Make it a great Sabbath.

Mark

Source: http://www.intercontinentalcog.org/fridayupdates.php
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